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Use these drills in your 
training plan. You 
can learn a lot about 
your !roke ju! from 
practicing these drills 
– they provide useful 
feedback that will help 
you under!and if you 
are improving your front 
crawl without a coach 
present. Practicing drills 
will make time in the 
pool pass more quickly 
and will make you a 
better swimmer. 

Drills covered in this section:
 
 LEGS ONLY WITH BOARD
 CATCH UP
 BLACK LINE DRILL 
 SWIMMING WITH FISTS 
 FINGER TRAIL/SHOULDER TAP
 BREATHING EVERY 5, 7 STROKES
 EXTENSION POSITION
 TORPEDO
 SHOULDER TO CHIN
 SCULLING

USING THE DRILLS
1.  All drills should be practiced over sho! di"ances  
 with plenty of re", before you "a! attempting  
 longer drill sets. There is no benefit in practicing  
 drills when you are fatigued.
2. The longer you spend on trying to build your   
 new "roke the better it will be. If you find the drills  
 di#icult don’t be afraid to mix them with front  
 crawl.
3. When you return to front crawl remember to relate  
 the key aspects of the drill to your swimming   
 "roke.
4. Continue to practice the drills in warm-ups and  
 cool-downs in your swim sessions – the idea is to  
 make sure that your arm pull, recovery and   
 rotation are happening correctly. You want to be  
 able to swim your improved full "roke without too  
 much thought.
5. When practicing the drills concentrate on  
 one aspect of the "roke to reduce being   
 overwhelmed.

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
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LEGS ONLY WITH BOARD Hold a board, or out"retch both arms with your palms flat in the water, and kick. Keep the 
big toes tapping again" each other as this "ops you kicking too big, and ensures your leg 
kick keeps within the profile of the body.

Initiate the kick from the hip, not the knee, so the legs are kept "raighter with the ankles a 
few centimetres apa!. If the legs are kicking vigorously from the knee with the ankles flexed 
at 90 degrees, you are using a lot of "rength to push the water in a direction that is not 
going to help you go forwards.

Kick with a higher frequency and smaller range of motion to a rhythm of 123,123,123,123.
 
The legs work closely together and should be relatively "raight without locking the knee. Try 
to keep the ankles relaxed, big toes turned inwards and kick the feet up to the su$ace of the 
water without splashing.

A variation on this drill is KICK ON SIDE, ARM OUT. Lie on your side and kick a length of the 
pool with the bottom arm extended and the top arm at your side. Concentrate on feeling 
long.

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
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CATCH-UP Catch-up helps you to improve timing and "a! the "roke from full extension.

Take a "roke, and leave an arm out"retched in front of you. Let the other hand catch-up 
and re" on top of the out"retched hand before you "a! the next "roke.

Variations on catch-up are:

NEAR CATCH-UP When catch up becomes familiar, move on to near catch-up, when you "a! 
to pull with the out"retched arm only when the other hand has almo" caught up. This near 
catch-up "yle is the opposite of windmilling, where the arms are pe$orming at opposites, 
and is good free"yle timing.

ONE ARM CATCH-UP Swum like regular free"yle, except one arm is "ationary extended 
forward (front arm) while the other arm pe$orms the "roke (working arm). When the working 
arm moves forward and catches up with the "ationary arm, they change places. You can 
hold the caught-up position for 0, 1, or 2 seconds for di#ering e#ects. With no pause the 
arms are worked more, and with a longer pause the legs need to help more as you are 
pushing the flat (un-"reamlined) body position forwards with the legs for longer.

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
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BLACK LINE DRILL If you cannot swim in a "raight line in open water you will add significant di"ance to a swim 
as there are no lane ropes or black lines to guide you. Black line drill helps ensure that you 
are pushing water to the back of the pool and moving forward in a "raight line rather than 
snaking.

If you can get a lane to yourself, practice swimming in the middle of the lane keeping the 
black line you directly beneath you.

With your spine on top of the line, swim with your arms wide of the body but keeping the 
hands on top of the black line.

Focus on a good catch, keeping your finge!ips pointing down through the "roke, and 
sending the water backwards towards your feet.

Allow your hands to slither (rather than do an exaggerated S) as it will keep you moving 
forwards. Arms sweeping too wide or too far across the body will encourage snaking. 
Try a few of these "rokes with your eyes closed.

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
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SWIMMING WITH FISTS

FINGER TRAIL/SHOULDER TAP

This drill helps to promote a better feel for the water, by engaging the forearm in the catch. 
Swim front crawl as normal, but with your fingers closed into a fi".

Vary the pattern and the number of "rokes that your fi"s are clenched. When you unclench 
your hand, you should notice a di#erence in pressure on your hand – use this feeling to keep 
your hand holding water as you move through your pull pattern.

When hands are clenched, you should also try to press on the water with the inside (palm 
side) of your forearm – think of the lower arm, from elbow to wri", as an extension of your 
hand.

A variation on this drill is SPLAYED FINGERS Swim with fingers open and splayed.

The aim of this drill is to promote a high elbow recovery and to make you aware of your hand 
position during recovery.

Finger trail is swum like regular free"yle, except your finge!ips never leave the su$ace of 
the water as your arm moves forward during the "roke recovery. Focus on good body roll 
and keeping your elbows pointed up. If the body is fully rotated, the elbow will be in the 
highe" possible position for the hands to clear the su$ace of the water.

Variations on this drill:

HAND HEIGHTS Change how much of your hand "ays in the water: finge!ips, hand, and 
wri", even your whole forearm.
TAP Tap your hand again" your shoulder or ear as it passes your head.
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SHOULDER TO CHIN

BREATHING EVERY 5 OR 7 
STROKES

Lie kicking on your back with your arms by your sides.

Keeping the head "ill, rotate your shoulders around to chin, and li% them to touch it when 
you are nicely "reamlined on your side, letting the hips follow. Mo" people can get each 
shoulder close to the chin.

Kick for 6 beats, then return to your back for 3 beats, and bring the other shoulder to your 
chin. This works on rotation the length of the pool.

Use this drill to promote bilateral breathing, balance the "roke and develop a more e#icient 
and e#ective "roke. Swim front crawl as normal and breathe every five or seven "rokes.

Breathing to both sides (bilateral breathing) will help balance the "roke and give you a 
more symmetrical swimming "roke that utilises the major muscle groups of the back and 
shoulders. You will also have a better chance of learning to swim "raight.

When swimming outdoors you may want to reve! back to breathing on one side only so 
that you get plenty of air into your lungs, or if wind and waves makes bilateral breathing 
impossible. 

If this technique is ma"ered the "roke will "ay balanced even when you are breathing 
every two or four "rokes.
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SCULLING Sculling is a hand movement a swimmer can practice to help improve their feel for the water 
and the ability to hold onto the water. This will help you pull the body through and over the 
hand keeping your di"ance per "roke high.

On your "omach, with arms "retched out, place your palms together and thumbs up. 
Rotate hands so that thumbs are down (with hands apa!) and move your palms outward 
while pushing water out ju" pa" shoulder width. Rotate hands to thumbs up and push 
water back in (almo" a figure 8).  Feeling the water pressure with your hands and arms 
should move you forward in the pool.

Keep your face in the water during the drill, raising your head to breathe while kicking.

The intricate hand movements of an e#icient hand pull are not really something that can 
be taught; you could never calculate and implement the precise movements in degrees. 
Sculling will help you work them out for yourself and "rengthen your hold on the water.
 
The more you swim, the more natural feel for the water can become. What makes it so 
impo!ant for open water swimmers is that you may catch choppy water or sitting on 
people’s feet dra%ing. If you practice to achieve a really good feel for the water then you 
should be able to make be" use of an erratic swimming environment.
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SCULLING Variations on this drill:

BASIC THREE HAND POSITION SCULL: Head fir", prone body position, arms out in front. Face 
down with a gentle flutter leg kick for balance, then scull with your hands in three positions:

1. Hands out"retched in front, palms facing down, waving at the bottom of the pool
2. Hands out"retched in front, pivot from the elbow, palms down about 20cm under the   
 water level again waving at the bottom of the pool. The movement here is to originate   
 from elbow with a "eeper sweep of the hands.
3. Hands pointing down, underneath the elbow. In this position you can make use of the   
 "eepe" sweep of the hands as you get to push the mo" water back and fo!h.

BASIC FEET FIRST SCULL: Lie flat in the water, facing the sky, ideally no legs. With your hands 
by your side and palms facing down, waving at the bottom of the pool, scull so you move 
forward feet fir". Use a pull buoy to help keep the legs up if necessary.

TREADING WATER: Practice keeping afloat in the traditional treading water position without 
using your legs. The hands will sweep in and out creating li% and helping keep you afloat. 
Keep the elbows in at the side and the forearms horizontal as the hands sweep out and 
back. Don’t bend your wri"s and ensure the arm movement is smooth and continuous.

FORWARDS VERTICAL: With the body upright, feet pointing to the floor (no kick) head above 
the water, hands out in front, finge!ips down. An e#ective scull movement should see you 
move ve!ically forwards.
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SCULLING BACKWARDS VERTICAL: In the ve!ical treading water position, hands out in front, finge!ips 
up. An e#ective scull movement should see you move ve!ically backwards.
 
CHAIR: A good scull workout combined with an abdominal exercise. Head is above the 
su$ace of the water, hands and arms in front of the body, finge!ips down. Bring the knees 
up into the che". A vigorous scull motion should move you forwards. Be careful the scull 
motion does not become a brea""roke arm action in an attempt to create speed. This 
position is also a great oppo!unity to check on hand positioning and finger spacing as 
you will soon "ruggle if you attempt to scull in the chair position with your fingers too wide 
apa!.

Sculling tips:

When you return to a full "roke, remember that the ideal pull moves from slow to fa".  
This avoids the issue of water slipping around the hand if you pull too hard too soon.

Sculling makes use of the forearm as an extension of the hand to increase the su$ace area 
of the usable paddle. The motion comes from the elbow not the wri".

Movements of the hands should be symmetrical between le% and right, keeping con"ant 
water pressure around the hands.

Don’t cup the hands leaving the paddle smaller than it needs to be.
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EXTENSION DRILL Sta!ing out, the body should be rolled on one side, one arm extended from the shoulder, 
reaching out in front of the body. There should be very little space between the head and 
extending arm, and the body should be in alignment from the tips of fingers to the toes.

Hold on one side for ten seconds, then switch arms with a single "roke while the body 
rotates to the opposite side, the other arm now leading in front.

Maintain a "eady, relaxed kicking "yle for balance. You may want to use fins to "a! with. 

Breathe every six to 10 kicks, then roll into one full "roke to take you onto your other side. 

The key pointers are:

• Shoulder to chin rotation.
• Legs kicking so%ly, keep the scissoring to a minimum by thinking of only kicking on a   
 ve!ical plane. The body rotation will take the legs slightly o# – hopefully not too much.

Extension drill will help the body align better. An improved and symmetrical degree of 
rotation through the upper body will help li% the trailing shoulder clear of the water giving 
the neck a smoother passage when turning the head to breathe. The nice thing about this 
drill is that it con"antly mixes the drill with the full "roke!

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
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TORPEDO This is an excellent drill as it allows swimmers to focus on their full body rotation and kick 
without having to worry about timing and the pull and recovery phase of the arms.

Put your head in the water, eyes focused on the bottom of the pool, and no head movement 
other than when you rotate to breathe. Rotate your body around the long axis, rolling fully 
from shoulder to shoulder, hip to hip. The arms remain by your side, "aying relaxed and 
loose.

The width, depth and frequency of the kicking does not change. As we are ideally trying to 
spend the bulk of our time swimming on our side, rotating from one side to the other with the 
pause coming as the body is fully extended, it is very impo!ant to be able to maintain a light 
"eady kick as the body goes through its rotation. Any fluctuations in the kick will result in a 
poor body position and excess lateral movements that will create more drag and slow you 
down.

Pe$orm the same drill on your back. This variation of the drill benefits the same aspects 
of the "roke (rotation, kick, head position) and removes the task of having to rotate your 
head to breathe. This allows your focus to "ay on rotating the body from side to side while 
keeping the head with a smooth and "eady kick, in line with the re" of the body.

Subscribe to Dan Bullock’s Swim for Tri channel for training drill videos on YouTube
Swim for Tri Channel

SWIMMING DRILLS:  
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https://www.youtube.com/user/swimfortri
https://www.youtube.com/user/swimfortri%20

